The energy consumption by non-residential consumers in China accounts for a significant proportion of the total energy consumption in the society. Thus, accurate non-residential load forecasting plays an increasingly essential role in the future grid planning and operation. In this paper, a method based on LSTM recurrent neural network is proposed to predict the load of non-residential consumers using multiple correlated sequence information. First, the k-means is employed to analyze the daily load curves of non-residential consumers, classify and mine the consumer's energy consumption behavior patterns. Then, the Spearman correlation coefficient is applied to investigate the time correlation under multiple time series for non-residential consumers. It is found that there exist multiple related time sequences such as adjacent time points, the same time points in adjacent days, and the same day in adjacent weeks among data samples for a specific consumer. Therefore, a non-residential load forecasting framework based on multiple sequence LSTM recurrent neural networks is presented. The proposed framework is tested on a real data set, which contains 48 non-residential consumers' energy consumption data in China, and outperforms the other load forecasting approaches. Experiment results show that this method can effectively utilize the multiple sequence information, and successfully capture the dependencies among these sequences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the electric power is a non-storable product, electrical operators should ensure a precise balance between the electricity production and consumption at any moment [1] . Therefore, it is necessary to formulate a scheduling plan, and accurate short-term load forecasting (STLF) can significantly facilitate the power system operations. Short-term load forecasting mainly refers to predicting the power load in the next few hours, a day or several days. Moreover, the forecasting errors have a considerable influence on subsequent safety check of the power grid. Short-term load forecasting is also of great significance for dynamic state estimation and load dispatching [2] , [3] .
Smart grid is a hot spot in the current global power industry, while consumers, play an important role in smart grid demand response [4] . Consumers can be divided into residential consumers, business consumers, and industrial consumers according to their energy consumption scale and habits. Non-residential consumers, including business consumers and industrial consumers, occupy a significant portion of energy consumption. They are generally deployed with advanced meter infrastructure (AMI). Such massive deployment has also created opportunities for short-term load forecasting and demand-side management [5] . According to the statistics released by the National Energy Administration of the People's Republic of China in 2017 on the national power industry, non-residential energy consumption accounts for a large proportion of total social energy consumption, which is approximately 86% [6] . Therefore, compared with residential consumers, non-residential consumers are the most crucial demand response resources in smart grid. By mining the patterns of non-residential energy consumption, it is essential to improve the accuracy of short term load forecasting for power system operation. Nevertheless, non-residential consumers' power consumption is highly susceptible to many factors such as weather, temperature, economy, and policies. Regarding short-term load forecasting methodologies, many approaches had been reported in the literature to address this problem. However, very few of them have confronted with individual consumers directly, especially the non-residential consumers. Hence, traditional forecasting methods are difficult to achieve accurate predictions [7] . The issues on load forecasting of short-term non-residential consumers remain open.
In this paper, it aims to address this issue on short-term load forecasting for the individual non-residential consumer. Firstly, the daily load curves analysis of non-residential consumers is conducted to explore the adjacent-time point correlation, the day-related correlation, and week-related correlation. Then, a non-residential load forecasting framework based on multiple sequence recurrent neural networks (RNN) is proposed. Since daily load curves show that individual consumer load is strongly correlated with adjacent time point, day and week, three different time series features are used as input to predict the load of the individual non-residential consumer. Experiment results show that this approach outperforms the other state-of-the-art methods. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• K-means is utilized in clustering daily load curves to explore the patterns of non-residential energy consumption.
• The Spearman correlation coefficient is employed to measure the time series correlation of non-residential consumers. The calculation results show that most of the non-residential consumers' load data have strong correlations in adjacent time points, days, and weeks.
• The load forecasting framework, which based on Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), selects multiple related time sequences as input to improve forecasting accuracy.
• An empirical study on 48 non-residential consumers collected by AMI in a south region of China demonstrates that the proposed method has a better forecasting accuracy than other rival methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the load forecasting studies. Section III introduces the dataset, cluster analysis and Spearman correlation coefficient statistics on the dataset. Section IV proposes a short-term non-residential load forecasting framework based on LSTM. Section V describes the model evaluation indicators. Section VI presents the comparison algorithms, experimental settings, experimental results, and analysis. Section VII concludes the paper and points out future work.
II. LITERATURE STUDY
Traditional models for short-term load forecasting fall into two categories. The first type is the time-series model most commonly used for processing time-varying load data. Typical time series methods include Box-Jenkins model [8] , Autoregressive Moving Average model (ARMA) [9] , [10] , and Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average model (ARIMA) [11] . These prediction approaches based on time series models are simple implemented and widely used, but they require high stability of the load sequence. However, compared with system load, the uncertainty of energy consumption of an individual non-residential consumer is exceptionally high, and the load sequences of different types of consumers vary greatly. Therefore, the prediction performance of time series model is usually poor when forecasting the energy consumption of an individual non-residential consumer.
To overcome these deficiencies, the second type of load forecasting model based on artificial intelligence is coming into view. Among them, Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Random Forest (RF) are representative methods of shallow machine learning algorithms [12] . Most of the state-of-the-art methods in short-term load forecasting are derived from these shallow machine learning algorithms because of their excellent nonlinear function fitting ability.
Since ANN has the advantages of high tolerance to odd samples, strong nonlinear mapping ability, self-adaptation, and self-organization [13] , Jetcheva [1] proposed a combined forecasting method based on clustering and neural network. Wan et al. [14] introduced a short-term prediction model combining fuzzy logic control and improved BPNN algorithm, which improved the prediction accuracy and robustness. However, the drawback of the BP neural network is that it easily falls into local optima. Many experiments on several UCI benchmark datasets by Huang et al. [15] , [16] showed that: ELM has high training efficiency and low error rate regarding regression and classification, which overcomes traditional neural network over-fitting. However, the choice of the network structure of the ELM network should be strict. Otherwise, it will lead to under-fitting or over-fitting.
SVM is also one of the most popular machine learning methods in load forecasting. Lin et al. [17] proposed a Least Squares Support Vector Machine (LSSVM) model optimized by the particle swarm optimization algorithm. Jiang et al. [18] presented an SVM-based method for distribution networks. However, SVM uses quadratic programming, which involves the calculation of higher-order matrices, to solve support vectors. When the number of samples is large, the storage and calculation of the matrix will consume a significant amount of machine memory and computation time [19] . Therefore, SVM-based algorithms are difficult for training large-scale dataset.
RF is a typical ensemble method, and it has a good performance of generalization and robustness. Wu et al. [20] introduced a two-stage method of random forest and grey relation projection. Cheng et al. [21] used a random forest-based integrated system for load forecasting, and gained better results than other machine learning algorithms. However, RF has problems with over-fitting on odd samples.
To summarize, the common disadvantage of the above algorithms lies in the lack of consideration of the correlation among the time series data. These methods only establish a VOLUME 6, 2018 non-linear mapping relationship between the features and the load and neglect the correlation relationship among consecutive load samples. In fact, as a typical time series, the load samples are not only non-linear with their corresponding features, but there also exist high correlations among load samples. For a given consumer, the change of the load data is a continuous process. The load at the current moment and the one at the previous moment are not mutually independent, because the current load depends not only on the current features but also on the features and loads of the past moments. Therefore, most of the existing methods only establish a nonlinear relationship between the features at a single moment and corresponding load. They ignore the strong correlation among the load samples, which leads to limited prediction accuracy.
Penya et al. [22] proposed a two-stage forecasting method. They firstly classified load data according to the type of the day in a week and then constructed a forecasting model for each type of day. According to the periodicity of load data, the dataset was divided into three categories: weekday, Saturday, and Sunday. They also tried to add weather features [23] to these three prediction models to obtain higher accuracy. However, because of the high uncertainty of energy consumption, it is hard to characterize the energy consumption patterns for an individual non-residential consumer just by using the type of the day in a week.
With the rapid development of deep learning, some scholars began to pay attention to the deep neural network and used the time correlation information to build load forecasting models based on the recurrent neural network. Kong et al. [7] presented a short-term load forecasting framework based on LSTM for all residential consumers. This method used the time series correlation of load data at adjacent moments to predict the load of residential consumers and obtained better prediction accuracy than rival approaches. However, unlike residential consumers, the production and management of non-residential consumers are affected by many factors, such as economic, political, and significant events. The energy consumption patterns of non-residential consumers cannot be simply summarized by weekdays and weekends. Moreover, the energy consumption behavior varies among different type of industries and individuals, so it is difficult to model all non-residential consumers load and energy consumption patterns using a single model. Hence, this paper proposes a short-term load forecasting method based on multiple sequences LSTM recurrent neural network. The proposed method can not only establish the nonlinear relationship between features and load, but also capture the correlation between adjacent-time point correlation, day-related correlation, and week-related correlation to improve the accuracy of load forecasting.
III. DATASET AND CORRELATION ANALYSIS A. DATASET
The dataset contains 48 non-residential consumers' load data collected by AMI in South China from July 1, 2015 to August 31, 2015 with a sampling interval of 15 minutes. These non-residential consumers belong to the following industries, such as catering industry (restaurant), electronic equipment manufacturing industry (electronic), steel smelting industry (steel), aluminum smelting industry (alum), printing industry (print), coal mining industry (coal), gas production and supply industry (gas), paper industry (paper), and hotel industry (hotel). .1 shows the daily load curves of an aluminum smelting industry consumer. Apart from a small amount of noisy data, the consumer's daily load power is stable between 200 kW and 350 kW, and the daily load curves are relatively smooth. Fig. 2 shows the daily load curves of a catering industry consumer. It can be seen that the two dining periods from 11:30 to13:30 and from 18:00 to 20:00 are the peak periods of energy consumption. Moreover, the energy consumption during the dinner time is higher than that during the lunchtime. After 22:00 energy consumption dramatically declines and remains stable between 20 kW and 50 kW. Fig.3 shows the daily load curves of a coal mining industry consumer. The daily load curves of the consumer are relatively messy, and there is no apparent pattern. The total energy consumption is between 0 KW and 14000 KW.
Since each non-residential consumer has different ways of using electricity, their patterns of energy consumption are entirely different. Hence, it is reasonable to train forecasting models individually for each consumer.
B. CLUSTER ANALYSIS
For a given non-residential consumer, its production and management generally have strong periodicity and regularity according to its industry. If there are no significant events or policy changes, we suppose that the load curves for a specific non-residential consumer should have the following properties:
• The load curve fluctuation in a short time should be small (adjacent-time point correlation). • The loads at the same time point in different days are not significantly different (day-related correlation).
• The daily load curves with same week types are similar (week-related correlation). The week types include Monday, Tuesday... and Sunday.
• The difference in daily load curve between working days and non-working days depends on the consumer and its industry. In order to verify our hypothesis, k-means Clustering was utilized to explore the patterns of non-residential energy consumption. Since we assumed that activities of nonresidential consumers can be divided into two types (working or non-working), the number of clusters was set to 2 in the experiment.
As shown in Fig.4 , the daily load curves of a catering industry consumer are clustered in July. Though the number of clusters is set to 2, it can be seen that the consumer's daily load curves only belong to one cluster. Therefore, there is only one energy consumption pattern that this restaurant opens from noon to night, and the peaks of energy consumption are from12:00 to 15:00 in the noon and from 19:30 to 1:00 in the evening. The daily load curves of electronic equipment manufacturing industrial consumer in July are divided into two clusters, as shown in Fig.5 . The blue cluster is significantly higher than the yellow one. Combined with the date of energy consumption shown in Fig.6 , it can be seen that the blue clusters are mostly distributed on weekdays, and the yellow clusters are distributed on weekends. Besides, it can be inferred that most of the production is scheduled on weekdays, and energy consumption patterns are different between working days and non-working days.
However, the way of energy consumption among all nonresidential consumers differs significantly. Fig.7 shows a hotel industry consumer's clustering results. There is no apparent pattern for this consumer, for the energy consumption of a hotel is affected by many factors, such as seasons, policies, economy, weather, and even the travelers' lifestyles. Combined with the date of energy consumption shown in Fig.8 , this consumer has no distinct pattern in time series, and it is difficult to summarize the regularity of energy consumption accurately. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 6. Clustering results on the date for an electronic equipment manufacturing industrial consumer. 
C. TIME SERIES CORRELATION
Since the consumer load data is not from a normal distribution, the Spearman correlation coefficient is employed to measure the time series correlation for individual non-residential consumer [25] .
Let X and Y be the matrices whose correlation needs to be calculated. All the dimensions are n. It can be expressed as: (Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y n ), If X i is synchronous with Y i , R i is also synchronous with Q i , vice versa. In order to define the consistency between ranks, the Spearman correlation coefficient is defined as follows [25] :
So, r s can be simplified as:
The t-test is used for the correlation test in the parameter statistics. Under the null hypothesis, the t-test statistic can also be defined as:
This statistic obeys the t distribution of v = n − 2 under the null hypothesis. When T > t α,v , it suggests that the two variables are correlated with each other. On the contrary, when T ≤ t α,v , it indicates that the two variables are not correlated.
Since the Spearman correlation coefficient removes some interference factors that affect the overall data, it is more applicable when the data volume is large. Therefore, the Spearman correlation coefficient is employed to calculate the time series correlations (including adjacent-time point correlation, day-related correlation, and week-related correlation) in load forecasting.
For the catering industry consumer, the electronic equipment manufacturing industrial consumer, and the hotel industry consumer mentioned in section B, we obtain the Spearman correlation coefficients of the adjacent-time point correlation, day-related correlation, and week-related correlation according to formula 1 to 5. Then the calculated T value is compared with t 0.01,10 . If T > t 0.01,10 , it accepts the hypothesis H 1 , and X and Y are correlated. Otherwise, it accepts the hypothesis H 0 , X and Y are not correlated. The calculation results are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 shows that Spearman correlation coefficient of the catering industrial consumer and the electronic equipment manufacturing industry has a high correlation 59442 VOLUME 6, 2018 in the adjacent-time point series, day-related series, and week-related series, and they all accept the hypothesis H 1 . However, the hotel industry consumer's Spearman correlation coefficient is low, and there is no apparent correlation in the adjacent-time point series, day-related series, and week-related series.
IV. LSTM-BASED NON-RESIDENTIAL LOAD FORECASTING FRAMEWORK
In order to utilize different sequence correlations and capture the long-distance dependencies in the load data, we propose an LSTM-based non-residential load forecasting framework which takes three-time sequences as input.
A. RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK
RNN is a kind of deep neural network, which is good at processing sequence data. Different from conventional feedforward neural networks, RNN preserves, learns, and records historical information in sequence data by connecting periodically hidden layers nodes [26] . As shown in Fig.9 , the structure of the RNN includes the input layer, hidden layer, and output layer, U , V, W are the weights of input layer to hidden layers, hidden layers to output layers.
Since RNN shares parameters between layers, it dramatically reduces the number of parameters and thereby shortens the training time [27] . However, RNN is quickly involved in gradient vanishing or gradient exploding when processing long sequence data. 
B. THE LSTM MODEL
The structure of an LSTM cell is shown in Fig.10 . Each LSTM cell contains three control gates, which are the input gate i t , output gate o t , and forget gate f t . The input data of LSTM at time t is x t , the output value is h t , c t is the memory state, andc t is the candidate state. The LSTM memory cell is updated as follows [28] , [29] :
FIGURE 10. The structure of an LSTM cell.
In the above formulas, w f , w i , w c , w o are the weight matrices of the forget gate, input gate, candidate state, and output gate; b f , b i , b c , b o are the offsets, respectively. σ indicates that the activation function is Sigmoid function, and tanh stands for hyperbolic tangent function. × means an element-wise multiplication.
Compared with RNN, LSTM adaptively controls how much information flows through these gates. Besides, it is based on the idea of creating paths through time have derivatives that neither vanish nor explode, and these cells accumulate information (such as evidence for a particular feature or category) over a long duration. Therefore, LSTM captures the long-distance dependencies among sequence data, and it is widely used in tasks such as natural language processing and speech recognition.
C. NON-RESIDENTIAL LOAD FORECASTING FRAMEWORK
The LSTM-based short-term load forecasting framework is shown in Fig.11 . There exists the time series correlation (including adjacent-time point correlation, day-related correlation, and week-related correlation) in most of the nonresidential consumers' load data. Therefore, three LSTM recurrent neural networks are paralleled to capture three kinds of correlation information in time series. Furthermore, VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 11. LSTM-based non-residential load forecasting framework.
the LSTMs learn the consumers' energy consumption patterns through the three-time series, so that the forecasting accuracy will be improved.
In the framework, the steps are as follows:
1) The inputs of the framework are time series load data. Firstly, they can be formed as three kinds of sequences.
• The time step of the adjacent-time point sequence is set to K 1 , and the load sequence consists of consecutive K 1 time points before the predicted time point. E 1 = {e t−K 1 , e t−K 1 +1 , . . . , e t−1 ∈ R k 1 , E 1 is the adjacent-time point feature vector.
• The time step of the day-related time sequence is set to K 2 , and the load sequence is composed of the same time points in consecutive K 2 days before the predicted time point. E 2 = {e t−K 2 , e t−K 2 +1 , . . . , e t−1 ∈ R k 2 , E 2 is the day-related feature vector.
• The time step of the week-related time sequence is set to K 3 , and the load sequence is formed by the same time point of the same day in contiguous K 3 weeks before the predicted time point. E 3 = {e t−K 3 , e t−K 3 +1 , . . . , e t−1 ∈ R k 3 , E 3 is the week-related feature vector. Then, time information is incorporated into the inputs.
• The incremental sequence of the time indices for the past K time steps I ∈ R k , where the range for each element of I is (1 to 96).
• The corresponding day of week indices for the past K time steps D, each of which ranges from 0 to 6.
• The corresponding binary holiday marks H , each of which can either be 0 or 1. Since LSTM-based recurrent neural networks are sensitive to the data scale, we adopt the Min-Max method to normalize the load sequence data E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , and the normalized data range is transformed into [0, 1], defined as follows: Once the four vectors are scaled toẼ,Ĩ ,D, andH , the input for LSTM layer is a matrix of the concatenation of the four, i.e.:
2) SinceẼ consists of three sequence vectors, each of them is fed to corresponding LSTM recurrent neural network. Each row of the input matrix is the scaled features for the corresponding time step, which is fed to corresponding LSTM block. The outputs of three parallel LSTM networks are fed to an output layer, which maps the LSTM outputs into a single value, i.e., the energy consumption forecast P ft of the target time interval.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The load forecasting performance of the model is evaluated by different statistical indicators including the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE). The above statistical indicators are described briefly as follows:
The MAE represents the average quantity of total absolute error between the estimated and measured values:
P ft is the predicted load at time t; P rt is the real load at time t; N is the number of samples.
The RMSE determines the precision by comparing the deviation between the estimated and real data. The RMSE is always a non-negative value and is calculated by:
The MAPE is close to the MAE but each gap between estimated and measured data is divided by the measured data in order to consider the relative gap.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS AND COMPARISON ALGORITHMS
In the experiment, the period spans over 62 days. The data are split into three subsets for different purposes, namely training set (from 01-July-2015 to 13-August-2015), validating set (from 14-August-2015 to 25-August-2015), and testing set (from 26-August-2015 to 31-August-2015). In other words, the data split is 0.7/0.2/0.1. The training set is used to train forecasting models, and the validating set is used to select the best performing models, while the testing set is used for result evaluation at last. In this case, there are six days in total for evaluation. Considering the dataset are with 15-minute intervals, there are 27,648 time points to forecast for all consumers. For the empirical algorithms, both the training and validating sets are combined to derive the statistics for each consumer. In order to verify the predictive performance of the proposed algorithm, we also selected one empirical algorithm and some machine learning algorithms for comparison.
1) EMPIRICAL ALGORITHM AND SETTINGS
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model is a simple algebraic model describing stationary random time series. It is composed of an autoregressive model (abbreviated as AR model) and a moving average model (abbreviated as MA model). In ARIMA(p, d, q) , p is the autoregressive term, q is the moving average term, and d is the degree of differencing (the number of times the data have had past values subtracted). In this experiment, d is set to 2, p and q are determined by the autocorrelation graph and partial correlation graph of the consumer load data.
2) MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS AND THEIR SETTINGS
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) is a single hiddenlayer feedforward neural network. ELM only needs to set the number of hidden nodes in the network. It is not necessary to adjust the input weights of the network and the offset of the hidden nodes during the execution of the algorithm, and the only optimal solutions can be generated. In the experiment, we tried several time steps, including {3, 5, 8, 10}, and use an exhaustive search strategy to obtain the optimal number of hidden layer nodes. The activation function is sigmoid. Due to the nature of random initialization of ELM, there is no concept of an epoch in the original ELM framework [7] . Therefore, the training of ELM repeats 200 times to obtain the best model. Random Forest (RF) uses the decision tree as a base learner and further incorporates random feature selection in decision trees. In the experiment, we set the number of trees to {100, 200, 500} and set the maximum depth of the trees to 5.
In the experiment of Support Vector Regression (SVR) algorithm, we tried some standard kernel functions, such as RBF, sigmoid, linear, and polynomial.
3) THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND SETTINGS
In this experiment, we employed the Keras library to build this forecasting model. After parameter tuning, the number of training epochs of the LSTM model was 200. The number of nodes in the LSTM three parallel networks was 64, 40, and 32. The activation function of the LSTM layer is sigmoid. Adam is the optimizer in the training process. In this experiment, the LSTM time steps K 2 = 3 and K 3 = 3 are set by tuning parameter, and try to set K 1 = {3, 5, 8, 10}.
To summarize, the experiment settings are listed in Table 2 . 
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 1) PERFORMANCE FOR INDIVIDUAL NON-RESIDENTIAL CONSUMERS
We performed single-consumer predictions on the dataset of 48 consumers and finally averaged the predicting MAPE by each consumer as the final experimental results. Generally, the forecasts for each time interval of each consumer are not as accurate as the forecasts for substation loads. This level of accuracy is anticipated because it was reported that the forecasting accuracy tends to drop significantly as the level of aggregation decreases [30] , from 1.97% MAPE at the national level and 5.15% at university campus level to 13.8% at the village level. Kong et al. [7] also provided a range of MAPE between 44%-136% for residential load forecasting. Therefore, in our case, the accuracies achieved in Table 3 for various methods are reasonable.
From Table 3 , it can be seen that the LSTM prediction model has the best predictive performance under each statistical indicators. The multiple sequence LSTM-based framework is generally the best. When the time point-related LSTM time step is set to 5, the optimal predictive performance can be obtained. The forecasting performance of RF is second only to LSTM. This is due to the fact that ensemble learning has good generalization performance. The traditional ARIMA predicting MAPE is 35.87%, slightly better than SVR and ELM. The predictive performance of SVR and ELM belongs to one level, their predicting MAPE range from 70% to 90%. With the increasing time steps, the MAPE of ELM increases. This may be caused that ELM cannot utilize sequence information. When the time step is increasing, ELM takes them as noise and the performance decreases. 
2) PERFORMANCE WITH DIFFERENT FEATURES
As analyzed in section III, there exist multiple related time sequences such as adjacent time points (represented as E 1 ), the same time points in adjacent days (represented as E 2 ), and the same day in adjacent weeks (represented as E 3 ) among data samples for a specific consumer. Therefore, we performed four comparison experiments with different features.
• Feeding E 1 into the LSTM-based framework for prediction, which only utilizes the adjacent-time point correlation information;
• Feeding E 1 and E 2 into the LSTM-based framework for prediction, which employs both the adjacent-time point correlation information and the day-related correlation information;
• Feeding E 1 and E 3 into the LSTM-based framework for prediction, which uses both the adjacent-time point correlation information and the week-related correlation information;
• Feeding E 1 , E 2 and E 3 into the LSTM-based framework for prediction, which takes advantage of all the three kinds of sequence information.
The four experiments aimed to verify the contributions of different features to the model. Similarly, we performed single-consumer predictions on the dataset of 48 consumers and finally averaged the predicting MAPE by each consumer in the final experimental results. The LSTM time point-related time step was set to 5, as shown in Fig.12 .
From Fig.12 , it can be seen that the MAPE decreases with more features. The week-related features contribute more than day-related features in the LSTM-based framework. Moreover, the result of feeding the three related features E 1 , E 2 and E 3 into the framework is the best overall consumers.
From the perspective of single-consumer load forecasting, one non-residential consumer is selected from each industry, and the MAPEs are shown in Table 4 . From Table 4 , it can be seen that the contributions of day-related features and week-related features sometimes are high and sometimes are low. We infer that it depends on the each consumer's energy consumption patterns, as analyzed in section III. Furthermore, most of the best results belong to models with three sequence features.
In order to reveal the most effectiveness of the proposed framework, we counted the best forecasting algorithms among all the 48 non-residential consumers. As shown in Fig.13 , there are 35 consumers getting best results with E 1 E 2 E 3 , 4 consumers acquiring best results with E 1 E 2 , 7 consumers obtaining best results with E 1 E 3 , and only 2 consumers gaining best results with E 1 . To sum up, in the proposed method, incorporating with three different kinds of sequence information helps improve the forecasting accuracy.
3) DIFFERENT CONSUMER FORECASTING PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In Fig.13 , it can be seen that not all the consumers' results will be the best when feeding feature vectors E 1 E 2 E 3 . This depends on the consumers' energy consumption pattern.
If the patterns are irregular, LSTM cannot capture the consumer's time series correlation. Adding more time series features will decrease the forecasting performance. In section III, we analyzed the load data features of a catering industry consumer, an electronic equipment manufacturing industrial consumer, and a hotel industry consumer, then used the clustering results and Spearman correlation coefficient to determine whether the consumers' energy consumption pattern is regular.
We utilized the proposed framework to forecast the catering industry consumer, the electronic equipment manufacturing consumer, and the hotel industry consumer and performed the four comparison experiments. The forecasting MAPE are shown in Table 5 . In Table 1 , Spearman correlation coefficients of the restaurant industry consumer and the electronic equipment manufacturing industry consumer are high in the adjacent-time point correlation, day-related correlation, and week-related correlation, which all accept the hypothesis H 1 . Therefore, in Table 5 , with the addition of day-related features and week-related features, the prediction results are getting better. When the three feature vectors E 1 E 2 E 3 are fed to the model, the predictive performance is optimal, which predicting MAPEs are 2.27% and 7.03% lower than the one with feature vector E 1 . However, when using LSTM to predict the load data for the hotel industry consumer, LSTM may not be able to learn valid information and did not achieve the better result because the consumer load data has no correlated information in time series. Beacause as shown in Table 1 , Spearman correlation coefficients of the hotel industry consumer is low in the adjacent-time point correlation, dayrelated correlation, and week-related correlation, which all accept the hypothesis H 0 .
As mentioned before, LSTM can capture long-distance dependencies in sequences, so that it can discover the energy consumption patterns of individual non-residential consumers. Moreover, the Spearman correlation coefficient is a typical indicator for correlation estimation. For a specific consumer, if the Spearman correlation coefficient for this consumer is high and the hypothesis H 1 is accepted, such time series features can be added to the proposed framework to improve the forecasting performance.
VII. CONCLUSION
Non-residential energy consumption accounts for a large proportion of total energy consumption and it is closely related to the stable operation of the grid. Therefore, it is important to address the issues of short-term non-residential load forecasting.
In this paper, k-means clustering is utilized to analyze the consumers' energy consumption patterns, while the Spearman correlation coefficient provides a measurement of correlation for sequence data. Then, a LSTM-based framework is proposed to forecast non-residential consumers' short-term energy consumption, which employs the sequence correlated features as input. For a specific consumer, if the Spearman correlation coefficient for this consumer is high and the hypothesis H 1 is accepted, such time series features can be added to the proposed framework to improve the forecasting performance. Case studies show that the proposed method obtains the best forecasting results in real dataset.
In the future work, we will consider the impact of some external factors in load forecasting, such as the current economic orientation and policy support in the region, and adding prior knowledge to gain better performance.
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